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1. Gravity (Newton) and EM (Coulomb) share some 
similarity since the Newton ages (18th century):

Fig1.  The Cavendish apparatus for testing the 
inverse square law of electrostatics [1772] (from 
Jackson’s  “Classical Electrodynamics”)

Fig2.  The Cavendish torsion- balance 
apparatus for testing the Newton inverse 
square law of gravity[1797-1798](from 
wiki/Cavendish_experiment)
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GEM – Pre-relativity
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GEM– Pre-relativity

2. Early References on the similarity between gravity 
and electromagnetism:

      [1] J.C. Maxwell, Phil. Trans., 155, 492 (1865) .       negative energy of attractive bodies

      [2] G. Holzmüller, Z. Math. Phys. 15, 69 (1870) . 
      [3] F. Tisserand, Compt. Rend. 75, 760 (1872); 110, 313 (1890).
      [4] O. Heaviside, Electromagnetic Theory, 1894, Vol. I, Appendix B;

      [5] O. Heaviside, The Electrician, 31, 281-282 and 359 (1893) .

     Similarity can only be completed with the advent of Relativity

      [6] W. de Sitter, Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc. 76, 699 (1916).
      [7] H. Thirring, Phys. Z. 19, 204 (1918); H. Thirring, Phys. Z. 19, 33 (1918); 
            H. Thirring and J.Lense, Phys. Z. 19, 156 (1918)

Additional “magnetic” component of 
gravitational force exerted by the Sun to 
planet – precession of planet orbit

gravitational energy propagation in 
terms of a GE Poynting vector

linearized, slow-motion approximation to GR 
eqn. in a form resembling Maxwell’s equations 



3.  Early works by de Sitter and Lense-Thirring:
GEM – GR era



Paper of Thirring:

GEM – GR era



GEM – LI GR formalism

1. LI gravito-electromagnetism (GEM)
† For sufficiently weak gravity and slow-moving source (stationary),

 Maxwell’s 
Equations

 GEM Equations

Lorentz Force Law

 Geodesic Equations

O
(c

−3) 

gµν= ηµν+ hµν

��ℎ�
�=0



GEM – LI GR formalism

† Not only for point particle motion, but also the spin motion shares the 
analogy

† Other formalisms of GEM in GR (not discussed in this talk)
    Relies on the intrinsically gauge invariant Geodesic deviation equation and the Einstein 
equations, such as

the classical spin under the influence 
of EM field ---  TBMT eqn.

the classical spin under the influence of gravitational 
field -- the Fermi-Walker transport eqn

Thomas precession

    g  ≈ �

--- Costa and Herdeiro, Phys. Rev. D 78, 024021(2008).



Motivations of test LS: 
1. The Lorentz symmetry is common corner stone of both the 

standard model of particle physics and general relativity, so even 
null results will be necessary to solidify the current understand of 
the universe.

2. A low energy window to QG, as the nature scale ������� = �. �� ×
�������, and candidate QG theories suggest the possibility of tiny 
Lorentz violation, such as Loop gravity, non-commutative field 
theory, string field theory, etc.

3. Ultra-precision test of LS may can complement to the direct 
searches like LHC, etc，as New Physics (torsion, nonmetricity, 
new long-range force) can mimic effective LV.

Other theories of LV 
     Doubly special relativity, Einstein Aether Theory, D-brane inspired foamy 
spacetime models, very special relativity, non-commutative field theory, 
Finsler geometry, etc.

Background of SME



SME: 
An low energy EFT incorporating background tensor fields (vev) 
with SM fields and gravity:  

                         �ℒ�� ⊃
�

���
�������Γ�(��)�(��)��

To incorporate spinor matter fields, it is convenient to utilize the 
tagent space view with tetrad       and spin-connection

Background of SME

---  D. Colladay and A. Kostelecky. Phys. Rev. 
D55,6760(1997); Phys. Rev. 58,116002(1998); 

eμ
a ωμ

ab

--- A. Kostelecky. Phys. Rev. D69, 105009(2004).
Credit: Q. Bailey



1. A GEM analogy have been established in mini-SME CPT-even 
parts between EM with (��)���� and Gravity with ��� 
Ø  The actions

Ø   field equations with restricted class:  ����� = 0 

Ø   gauge choice:

Pioneer works on LV GEM

--- Bailey, Phys. Rev.D 82, 065012 (2010)



Ø The correspondence between the EM and gravity sectors of the mini-SME

Ø Note the LV induced mixing (interesting phenomenology) between the 
density-sourced and current-sourced terms for temporal and spatial 
potentials, such as 

Pioneer works on LV GEM

--- From Bailey, Phys. Rev.D 82, 065012 (2010)



2. Using Gravity Probe B (GPB) to constraint LV
Ø The GPB Project (Picture taken from PRL106, 221101)

Ø GPB makes GR apparently seen in ‘raw’ data
Ø The geodetic (SO couplings) and frame-dragging (Hyperfine electron-N couplings) 

precession rate

--- Everett  et. al., PRL, 106, 221101 (2011)

Pioneer works on LV GEM



Ø Geodetic precession --- the spin-orbit interactions

Ø Frame-dragging ---- the spin-spin (spin-dipole) interactions
         

Pioneer works on LV GEM

+�� −�

�

�

--- Ciufolini, nature 449, 41(2007)
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The GPB geodetic constraints on ���

Ø The anomalous spin precession due to LV s-coefficient ��� is

Ø After rescaling of Newton’s gravitational constant

--- Bailey, Everett and Overduin, Phys. Rev.D 88, 102001 (2013)

--- Bailey and Kostelecky, 
Phys. Rev.D 74, 045001 (2006)

--- Geodetic (NS) bounds 

--- Frame-dragging (WE) bounds

Pioneer works on LV GEM



3. A gravito-magnetic (GM) coupling to intrinsic fermion spin 

• effective LV-coefficients
• axial vector part of torsion tensor
• gravito-magnetic field

Ø The LV matter source correction to off-diagonal metric perturbation (GM 
potential)

Ø LV GM leads to unconventional spin-precession, testable in comagnetometer 
experiments

--- Tasson, Phys. Rev.D 86, 124021 (2012)

Brown, Smullin, Kornack and Romalis, PRL105, 
151604(2010)

Reinterpretation

Pioneer works on LV GEM



1. The Lagrangian is the minimal SME with �,  �, �,  �, �-coefficients only

2. Assumptions:
Ø   spontaneous rather than explicit LV               avoid No-Go constraints!
   

Ø   test particle assumption             gravity sector remains intact!
       ignore matter back-reaction             No need to worry the Diffeomorphism breaking 

Ø  not consider fluctuations due to local Lorentz symmetry breaking
•      severe experimental constraints! 
•      for simplicity

      
   

Our Framework

A prescribed (explicit) LV coefficient ��  
may cause inconsistency !

--- Kostelecky, Phys. Rev. D69, 105009(2004); Bluhm & 
Kostelecky, Phys. Rev. D71, 065008 (2005)

--- Kostelecky and Russell, arXiv:0801.0287 [hep-ph]



3. Procedures
Ø Extract only the interaction terms in linearized limit of h

      

      Note the ��� is the energy-momentum tensor in the presence of LV, and is in general 
•    neither symmetric,  e.g.,  for 

•    nor gauge invariant, e.g.， 

For general results, see --- Kostelecky, Phys. Rev. D69, 105009(2004)

Tensor vs Vector couplings

Our Framework



1. Calculate the fermion scattering matrix element for fermion-gravity 
(FG) and fermion-electromagnetic (FE) couplings

Ø  The expansion is truncated only on positive energy states

Ø Zero-energy transfer (elastic scattering):

Ø external fermions are On-shell:                                        , where X denotes LV 
coefficient.

ℎ��

��(�) ��(��)

---- Adler, Chen and Varani, 
Phys. Rev.D 85, 025016 (2012)

transition matrix element 

NR truncation

Fermion-Gravity (FG) Interactions



2.  Separation of 3 categories of LV corrections:
•  correction due to apparent LV vertices, such as                                            ;

•  LV eigen-spinor induced LV correction to the superficially LI vertices

     
       where the LV eigen-spinor is                        , and                           . 
        For example,

• correction due to LV dispersion relations

  Definitions of GEM potential:

Both are needed for 
FG-interactions

Fermion-Gravity (FG) Interactions



3. The comparison of the LI fermion scattering matrix element for fermion-gravity    
(FG) and fermion-electromagnetic (FE) couplings

     Confirms that the terms in fermion scattering matrix elements are just operators in the    
NR Hamiltonian, up to may be some O(1) numerical factor differences.

---- Fischbach, Freeman and W-K Cheng,    
Phys. Rev.D 23, 2157 (1981)

� obtained in FWT for fermion 
in Schwarzschild metric

Fermion-Gravity (FG) Interactions

---- Itzykson and Zuber, QFT, P69

� obtained in FWT for fermion 
minimal coupled with EM field



4.   compare the parallel LV corrections to the matrix elements for a fermion coupled with 
EM and gravitational interactions. Samples terms
 

������ ������ �� �
������

Fermion-Gravity (FG) Interactions



4.   compare the parallel LV corrections to the matrix elements for a fermion coupled with 
EM and gravitational interactions. Samples terms
 

Fermion-Gravity (FG) Interactions



5.    Spin Interactions of LV fermion-gravity couplings
      Comparison of LI matrix element with LI NR Hamiltonian makes us believe that the 
operators differ only by �(1) numerical factors from those in the Hamiltonian obtained by 
FWT. Since �(1) numerical factors maybe irrelevant for LV operators, we collect the spin-
interaction terms together
   

Ø Spin dynamics is governed by the Heisenberg equation

       where

       Exactly the same as geodetic precession and FD precession rate predicted in GR,  
confirming WEP in the quantum domain!  
       This has been thoroughly studied by exact FWT in the LI context.

----  Silenko and Teryaev,   Phys. Rev.D 71, 064016 (2005);  Obukhov, 
Silenko and Teryaev,   Phys. Rev.D 80, 064044 (2009)

Fermion-Gravity (FG) Interactions



  5.1  Spin precession to constrain LV coefficients
      

Ø Assuming the experimental deviation of GR prediction can be accounted for by the LV 
induced spin precession

Ø GPB experiment results:

Ø Rough Bounds on LV coefficients (have not transformed to the Sun-centered frame yet):

       

LAGEOS and 
LAGEOS 2 ?

--- Bailey and Kostelecky, 
Phys. Rev.D 74, 045001 (2006)

Fermion-Gravity (FG) Interactions



5.2   Acceleration in the EP  test to constrain LV coefficients
      

Ø Assuming the experimental deviation for the test of EP can be accounted for by the LV 
spin-dependent couplings

Ø Atom EP test results:

Ø Rough Bounds on LV coefficients :

       

--- Tarallo, Mazzoni, Poli, Sutyrin,Zhang and 
Tino, Phys.Rev.Lett., 113.023005(2014)

UCN 
Gravitational  
experiment ?
 

--- X.C. Duan, et.al, Phys.Rev.Lett., 
117, 023001 (2016)

Fermion-Gravity (FG) Interactions

UCN?    - Z. Xiao and L.Shao, J. Phys. 
G. 47, 085002 (2020)



Summary and Prospects
Summary:
p We obtain the LV non-relativistic matrix elements for FG and FE 

coulings between a pair of on-shell fermions.

p Compare the FG and FE coulings terms, we find parallel analogies still 
persist in the LV context. The difference in FG couplings are both due to 
the tensor nature of gravitational coupling and the complete LV 
dispersion relation corrections, while only the difference of LV DR enter 
in the FE cases.

p We calculate the spin-dynamics and acceleration of fermions, and obtain 
very rough bounds on LV coefficients from GPB or atom experiments 
with EP test. Note these LV coefficients is coupled with an essentially 
curved metric.



Thank you for your 
attention!

The world with a bit of asymmetry may be more beautiful!


